Mayweather vs Pacquiao: For the Fans - FLOMO vs PACTARD

Mayweather vs Pacquiao was officially announced in late February and has been presented as "a highly
anticipated and epic welterweight world championship unification fight that has captured the attention
of the entire world." There is some truth, but real fight fans see it as an all-out, divisive, winner take all
war. You can't be neutral, because you are either a "FLOMO" or a "PACTARD."

To appreciate the two sides and the blatantly rude tension between both fans, you have to know what
each means:

FLOMO

The term is used to describe a Floyd Mayweather Jr. fan. The worst of the bunch of nut huggers
to ever exist. They are so passionate about Floyd Mayweather Jr., that they will defend him like a
mother defends her own child.
(Example: Pretty Boy32 is such a flomo, any time someone says anything about Floyd
Mayweather Jr., he goes insane and begins attacking and flaming people on a forum, he is such a
raging FLOMO!)

PACTARD

Manny "Pacman" Pacquiao fans who really don't know shit about boxing. When a Pactard
Argues over boxing, their ONLY argument is how another boxer is a pussy, and they revert to
racist comments. Arguing with a Pactard is the equivalent of slamming your head into a brick
wall (because they are so stupid and ignorant.)
Example Pactard argument:
Pactard: F**K Floyd He's a pussy he's all about money!
Sane Person: That's how he makes his living?
Pactard: PACMAN WILL BUST THE NI**ER'S FACE IN! F**K THAT MONKEY!!
PACMAN RULES PINOY POWER!!!!
Sane Person: Floyd is undefeated while pacman has 3 loses under his belt?
Pactard: F**K Gayweather, HE STILL A STINKY MONKEY!!! LOL
As you can see, both sides have some deep seeded emotions. Pure hatred stemming from one's
love of two completely different fighters - Floyd Mayweather Jr. and Manny "Pacman"
Pacquiao.
On May 2, both casual fans and hardcore fans will have to choose. Anyone saying they just want
to see a good fight is a DAMN LIAR!
The question is are you a FLOMO or a PACTARD?
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